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OneAsia Introduces Cloud Anywhere, a New Line of Cloud Services  

Enterprise Class Cloud Services Provide Massive Scalability for Customers 

 

Hong Kong, 5 Jul 2013 - OneAsia, the leading cloud solutions provider in Asia today 

announced the launch of its Cloud Anywhere, a new line of enterprise class cloud services at 

OneAsia Cloud Solutions Conference 2013.  OneAsia Cloud Anywhere enables companies 

to scaling their IT resources dynamically and more cost-effectively.    

Building on OneAsia’s cloud platform, the Cloud Anywhere family includes Backup 

Anywhere,  Share Anywhere and Email Anywhere providing a highly secure and scalable 

email and data backup, sharing, storage services.  Charles Lee, CEO of OneAsia said, “With 

our long proven expertise in cloud industry, Cloud Anywhere provides the stability, 

capabilities and flexibility not found with other cloud service providers.  Our vision is to help 

our customers optimise their IT resources by using the latest cloud technology without any 

compromise in security and performance at minimal cost, making their life easier with cloud.”     

The Cloud Anywhere services can be subscribed either on a pay-as-you-go or monthly basis 

and there is no prepayment or set up fee, it also provides massive scalability to the 

customers.  Services are added within 24 hours to accommodate unexpected changes in 

their needs.   

The key features of Cloud Anywhere include: 

Email Anywhere: state-of-the-art hosting email solution can be either get it as a hosted 
service or run it on customer servers  
 
Backup Anywhere: a highly user-centric data backup and restore system that allows full 
control at users’ finger tips without the need of any third party support  
 
Share Anywhere: a cloud platform allow users to share files with multiple parties in a secure 
and controlled means 
 

Lee added, “Equipped with the most advanced cloud technology and infrastructure, our 

Cloud Anywhere services enable companies in all scales to access enterprise class system 

at affordable cost.”  New customer can trial the services for free by filling the online form at 

www.oneas1a.com.  

 

### 

 

Make Life Easier with Cloud 

http://www.oneas1a.com/


About OneAsia 

OneAsia offers a full range of cloud computing solutions, from infrastructure, platform to 

application software, aiming to help clients to manage its IT budget and resources effectively 

to meet core business needs.  OneAsia’s top-tier rated data centres are located across Asia 

to keep its customers connected from anywhere in the world with consistent levels of quality, 

security and services. OneAsia is staying at the forefront of the industry with extensive 

infrastructure coverage in Greater China, Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam. 

For more information, please www.oneAs1a.com 
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